
Motor fleet insurance  
made easy.
Fleetsure is one of Australia’s leading providers of insurance for commercial and 
heavy motor fleets. We provide underwriting solutions for all types and sizes of 
motor fleets, particularly policies that are too complex for on-line quotation systems. 
When you deal with Fleetsure, you deal with highly experienced decision makers, 
not a computer or cumbersome bureaucracy. Over the past 20 years, we’ve earned 
a reputation for fast, friendly, and professional service. Our case-based underwriting 
process allows us to develop a better understanding of your client’s requirements and 
to develop customised policies that provide the best solution your clients.

Why choose Fleetsure?

 + Broad appetite with market leading coverage

 + Prompt and professional claims service

 + Solutions for complex policies

 + Direct access to decision makers

FLEETSURE. 
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We’ve got commercial and heavy motor 
vehicle fleets covered

 + Mixed fleets (light & heavy vehicles and incidental 
mobile plant);

 + Blue collar trades;

 + Civil contractors;

 + Construction / Builders;

 + Traffic management controllers;

 + Landscape supplies;

 + Hardware and general supplies;

 + General carriers;

 + Ready mix concrete;

 + Sand / Gravel;

 + Containers;

 + Car carriers;

 + Food and beverage carriers;

 + Specialised commercial vehicles;

 + Logistics / Warehousing;

 + Rural accounts.

Our focus
A broad sector of commercial motor - generally accounts 
that are too cumbersome or vehicle type restrictive to be  
put through the on-line systems.

Purpose built
Premiums generally above $15,000 and where a degree of 
manual underwriting is required to appreciate, price and 
structure the risk appropriately. Fleetsure is one of Australia’s 
leading specialist providers of insurance for Commercial 
and Heavy Motor Fleets. Since 2001 Fleetsure has offered 
traditional case underwriting solutions with direct access to 
decision makers. We can provide a competitive, all-in-one 
solution for your clients, no matter what the size or mix of their 
fleet, claims history or special endorsement needs.

 + Commercial motor;

 + Heavy Motor;

 + Mixed fleets;

 + Experienced Team;

 + Professional service;

 + 24/7 Claims support.

Key features
 + All existing fixed vehicle accessories included in 

sum insured;

 + Total loss settlement – Additional +20% of market 
value (limit $5k) on unfinanced motorised vehicles 
2 to 10 yrs of age;

 + Purchase of salvage option;

 + Towing to your preferred repairer, if within 200km; 
Unlimited otherwise;

 + Automatic Trailer in Control $100,000;

 + Australia wide cover (excess doubled if 
outside radius);

 + Excess free where identified TP at fault (includes 
goods carrying vehicles when on standard 
basic excess).

Market leading cover
 + New-for-old for vehicle up to 24 months  

(up to 12T gvm);

 + Agreed sum insured for vehicle up to 24 months 
(greater than 12T gvm);

 + Finance Payout MV or SI (whichever lesser) +25% 
(no fire, theft or vehicle age limit exclusions);

 + Lifetime repair guarantee;

 + No Co Insurance (average) clause;

 + Excess free windscreen cover for vehicles < 3.5T;

 + Hire costs following theft 30 days / $5,000.

DISCLAIMER. The information contained in this document is intended as a guide only and does not take into account any individual circumstances. These features and benefits are provided 
under the Fleetsure PDS and Policy Wording. Before deciding to purchase any of these insurance products you should consider the TMD, the PDS and Policy Wording.
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